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OPINION This piece expresses the views of its author(s), separate from those of this publication.

These blind people own and carry guns
lawfully. Here is why they feel
discrimination | Opinion
Sighted people tend to believe that blind people are incapable of doing tasks they can do,
including safely owning and operating a firearm. Blind gun owners across the nation
disagree.
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Alex Hubbard is an opinion columnist for the USA TODAY Network Tennessee.

Every now and then, a certain news story makes its way around social media with a headline
worthy of the best clickbait awards.

“Iowa grants gun permits to the blind,” it blares out, and it inevitably induces an incredulous
reaction. It is a USA TODAY pickup of a 2013 Des Moines Register story based on changes the
Iowa legislature made to its gun permitting regulations a decade ago.

While the state didn’t explicitly allow blind or visually-impaired people to obtain concealed
carry permits, the requirements for obtaining one were such that, under the letter of the law,
authorities could not prevent someone with no vision from obtaining the license, though some
county sheriffs told the Register they would not comply.

The Iowa story usually, though not always, surfaces at times when gun politics is at a high
point, such as after major school shootings, which provoked the fact-checking website Snopes
to detail the accuracy of the headline.

As a blind person in the newspaper industry, this story usually finds its way to me, leaving me
to explain the intersection of gun politics and the rights of people with disabilities.
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Tennessee is poised to eliminate required handgun permits

The point of passing around the Iowa story on social media, for many people, was implicitly to
poke fun at a state for doing something that sounds dumb. The headline is well suited for
snark. I thought this type of talk might again appear with the effort in Tennessee to abolish
gun carry permits.

The effort, called “constitutional carry,” stalled in the legislature last year when the COVID-19
pandemic took hold, but has returned this year. Eighteen other states have some form of
constitutional-carry law on the books or set to take effect this year, according to the U.S.
Concealed Carry Association.

With this in mind, I went in search of blind gun enthusiasts to see how they framed their own
rights.

The community of blind gun people is small and not organized, but they are an eclectic bunch,
ranging from gun enthusiasts who lost their sight later in life, to blind retirees seeking
protection, to gun buffs who picked up shooting as a teenaged hobby.

Hear more Tennessee Voices: Get the weekly opinion newsletter for insightful and
thought provoking columns.

Meet Greg Willis of Virginia

Greg Willis was a gun enthusiast since childhood. He grew up sighted, and often went
shooting with his father. Suddenly, though, in his early 30s “a plethora of disease processes”
left him completely blind. His career as a heavy-equipment mechanic was over. So too, it
seemed, was his shooting hobby.

Decades went by.

“It was a long time,” Willis said via phone from his home in southeastern Virginia, “because
not many people trusted me with a gun.”

But one day about four years ago, Willis showed up at a church group’s target-shooting event,
12-gauge shotgun in hand. With the help of buddies, Willis took aim at a clay pigeon and cut it
down.

“It was referred to as having witnessed a miracle,” Willis said. “People were quite surprised.”

https://apnews.com/article/coronavirus-pandemic-7cb26502b5036e2c28d04388ff23df23
https://www.usconcealedcarry.com/resources/terminology/types-of-concealed-carry-licensurepermitting-policies/unrestricted/
https://profile.tennessean.com/newsletters/Tennessee-voices/
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Willis, now 59, works in the insurance industry and serves as vice mayor of his town. He
continues target shooting and would like to obtain a carry permit in his state.

Meet Carey McWilliams of North Dakota

Carey McWilliams is the person to see for blind people who want to do that. The North Dakota
man, who was blinded at age 10 and took up shooting as a teenager, gained national media
exposure, not all of it positive, in 2001 when he became the first known blind person in the
country to secure a carry permit.

Through permits and reciprocal agreements, McWilliams, now 47, is allowed to  carry in 40
states.

McWilliams said he has mentored more than 100 people in shooting while blind either for
sport or self-defense purposes, helping many of them become permitted in their states.

“You are several times more likely to be attacked as a handicapped individual more than
someone who is not,” McWilliams told me in an interview last year. “I have trained some blind
women in self defense in as far as gun handling and so forth.”

Statistics back up McWilliams’ contention. People with disabilities have long been victims of
crimes at higher rates than the non-disabled population. From 2009 to 2015, the rate of
violent crime against disabled people was at least two times that of non-disabled people,
according to government figures.

The rate of violent crime against people with vision impairments was roughly in line with that
number.

Meet Michael Hoggatt of Tennessee

Michael Hoggatt, 69, decided to obtain his carry permit after he grew uncomfortable with the
crime rate in his Tri-Cities community in northeast Tennessee. Hoggatt, who is retired from
owning his own air-tool business in Texas, was legally blind for most of his life but has become
totally blind over the last 10 years.

Once his wife obtained her own carry permit, he decided to try it out himself, taking advantage
of a 2019 Tennessee law that  reduced the minimum requirement for the basic permit to a 90-
minute online course.

https://www.nytimes.com/2001/01/04/us/national-news-briefs-blind-man-gets-permit-for-concealed-weapon.html
https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/capd0915st.pdf
https://www.tennessean.com/story/news/politics/2019/12/29/tennessee-gun-law-online-course-now-offered-concealed-carry-permit/2764357001/
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Hoggatt’s only trepidation came in his face-to-face interaction at his Department of Motor
Vehicles location when he presented his completed course.

“I thought they were going to say ‘What? Are you crazy? You are blind and you want to carry a
gun.’ But they didn’t.”

Though some states do require vision tests that are at least implicitly designed to deter blind
people from obtaining a permit, states like Tennessee routinely loosen permit requirements
with virtually no discussion about these type of effects, which is perhaps why the Iowa story
about blind people obtaining carry permits gains such traction even though a close reading of
many states’ laws would indicate such a phenomenon should not be surprising.

Some analysts in fact believe states that restrict gun rights on account of visual acuity may run
afoul of federal law.

“When Congress drafted the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), it recognized that
irrational fear of harm or injury had long been used to justify discrimination against people
with disabilities,” wrote Greg Trapp, the executive director of the New Mexico Commission for
the Blind, in a 2013 article in the Braille Monitor, a National Federation of the Blind
publication. “Accordingly, Congress imposed very strict limitations on the ability of covered
entities to exclude people with disabilities on the basis of an alleged threat to health or
safety.” 

Trapp, who has taught disability law, advocated in the article that, while governments may
restrict or loosen gun regulations, the blind and visually-impaired community shouldn’t be
singled out.

Why blindness should not be a disqualifier for owning a gun

The often intense backlash is personal to blind gun people because of the attitude many
sighted detractors convey, which can come off as superior to blind people.

“The public seems to have the perspective that blind people don’t have good judgment,”
McWilliams said, “but regardless of sight I have seen people with their sight mess up around
me. To equate blindness for some disqualifier is ridiculous.”

While McWilliams is an accomplished marksman and even hunts live game, he warns his
mentees to use great caution if they must defend themselves. The best procedure is to fire at
pointblank range, he said.

https://www.nfb.org/sites/www.nfb.org/files/images/nfb/publications/bm/bm14/bm1401/bm140116.htm
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“I’ll get a person that thinks they’re the next blind Rambo, the way they talk,” McWilliams
said. “They’re beating their chest. You have to use your mind, not other extremities.”

Meet Robert Richardson of Florida

It's not just proponents of gun restrictions who doubt blind people can handle guns
appropriately. Robert Richardson, a blind software test analyst who lives in St. Petersburg,
Florida, ran through five gun instructors before finding one who would certify him for a carry
permit. Florida requires applicants to submit “proof of competency with a firearm,” and
requires a certified firearms instructor to sign off on it, but has no regulations directly related
to vision.

“Basically they were worried about getting sued if I shot somebody,” Richardson said of the
skittish instructors.

Eventually Richardson showed videos of him safely firing his guns to  Ryan Thomas, a Tampa
gun instructor, who agreed to certify him.

“I believe the Second Amendment is a right granted to us by God, and it is not up to me to
determine who is allowed to have a firearm for self-defense and who isn’t,” Thomas told me in
an interview. “So as long as Robert can be safe with a gun then of course I would train him.”

To be sure, not all blind people share these opinions, nor are they above using themselves as
an example. The blind singer Stevie Wonder offered to buy a gun himself to demonstrate how
easily a blind person can obtain a gun without oversight, which Wonder views as disturbing.

Blind people may need to approach tasks differently, but they
are not incapable

This is not an easy issue for me. I have said in previous columns that present gun laws are not
adequate for even minimal due diligence. But I am also not a fan of blind people being held up
as examples of something based on misconceptions and stereotypes.

I will never forget a lifeguard preventing me from going off the diving board of my
neighborhood pool at age 11. He thought it would not be safe, but he never asked whether I
could swim, and I could swim better than many sighted children there that day.

Blind people may have to approach things differently, but that doesn’t mean they can’t
accomplish the same tasks with the same outcomes as anybody else. Owning guns and even

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=clVpQB5lF58&feature=youtu.be
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/stevie-wonder-blasts-crazy-gun-laws_n_2533261
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carrying them for protection must not be an exception. Sure, some blind people are not well
suited to handle deadly weapons, but this is not any different than the population as a whole.

It is appropriate to debate whether states like Tennessee should abolish the need for carry
permits. There are many debates around guns that we need to have as they apply to all
citizens.

But leave old, hackneyed perceptions of blind people out of it.

Alex Hubbard is an opinion columnist for the USA TODAY Network Tennessee. Email him at
dhubbard@tennessean.com or tweet to him at @alexhubbard7.
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